MAOLI THURSDAY
THURSDAY-SEPTEMBER 4, 2014
11:45AM — 1:00PM • MOOT COURTROOM
WILLIAM S. RICHARDSON SCHOOL OF LAW

RSVP ONLINE BY SEPT 2 at noon
www2.hawaii.edu/~kahuliao

He Ala Pono: A Path to Native Hawaiian Self–Determination

Derek Kauanoe is a 2008 graduate of the William S. Richardson School of Law and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ Governance Manager. As the Governance Manager he coordinates activities related to the facilitation of a Native Hawaiian self-determination process. Prior to his OHA position, Derek served as a faculty member at the Richardson School of Law’s Ka Huli Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law where he coordinated the Center’s student and community outreach activities for nearly four years. Activities included advising the Native American Moot Court team, managing an LSAT preparation program, and organizing Maoli Thursday discussion panels. Prior to his faculty specialist position, Derek was also the recipient of a Ka Huli Ao Post-J.D. Community Outreach Fellowship. Derek is also pursuing a Ph.D. in Political Science at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, focusing on Indigenous Politics and Futures Studies. Derek will be talking about the nation-building initiative that OHA is co-facilitating.

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Maoli Thursday is a lunchtime forum & speaker series held every first Thursday of the month. Refreshments will be served if you RSVP by Tuesday, September 2 by noon at www2.hawaii.edu/~kahuliao